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Cyber World Welcomes Wheelso.com, the Online Booking Platform that
Combines Services for Transfers, Sight-Seeing Tours and Car Rental at
Binding Fixed Prices

Book a transfer with a variety of vehicles, rent a car or arrange a sight-seeing tour, in just a
few minutes, using the NEW Wheelso platform, addressed to individuals, affiliates, travel
agents and companies that require such services at binding fixed prices.

(PRWEB) March 02, 2016 -- Cyber world welcomes Wheelso.com, the first online booking platform to
combine services for transfers, sight-seeing tours and car rental in Greece and all around the globe.

The first organized digital database to offer customized, comfortable, cheap, reliable and high quality
transportation services for individuals, affiliates, travel agents and companies that require such services at
binding fixed prices.
Wheelso platform is friendly, fast, modern, uses highly developed technology and offers many choices (either
cheap or expensive) regarding each service.

It also offers the capability for custom-made services such as delivery/ collection for car rental services in
Athens and all over Greece, good network and customized routes for transfer services.

Wheelso provides you with a wide range of vehicles to rent and vehicles for transfer, from standard and luxury
vehicles, limousines, mini buses to different sized coaches for groups, and also features a cart for easier
comparison among vehicles and booking management for more than one car.

Besides multiple choices, cheap fixed prices and automated procedures, Wheelso’s great benefit is simplicity.
You can rent or book your car with a chauffeur fast and conveniently only in a few steps at a fixed price that is
not subject to any assumptions, additional costs or extra charges.

It is important to note that all the legal and necessary costs (ex.car insurance) are already added in the final
given cost and therefore check out doesn’t include a surprise package!

Based on the details you fill in (pick-up point, destination, date, time, passengers, luggage etc.), the platform
will offer the best solution suited to your individual demands and based on criteria such as service category,
fare, additional services, user reviews and partners’ information.

Wheelso.com is powered by Economy Travel Market, a newly established company based in Athens Greece,
and promises you dependable, responsible and trustworthy transportation services, in an easy, cheap, friendly
way through innovation, high technology and outstanding value for money.

For your car rental needs in Athens trust Wheelso.com, the only company that combines all in one and aspires
to be one of the best in Greece and all over the world in the Travel Industry.

For more information visit www.wheelso.com or contact us at +30 210 953 0024. If you would like to be a
partner please email us on partners (at) wheelso (dot) com.
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If you have any questions regarding information in these press releases please contact the company listed in the press release. Our complete disclaimer
appears here - PRWeb ebooks - Another online visibility tool from PRWeb

Contact Information
ELENI KYPRIOTI
WHEELSO
http://www.wheelso.com
+30 2109530024

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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